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'Poor financing reversed'
Voters give positive reply to UMaine system
lir Sue Swift
Staff Writer.
When Maine voters went to the polls
on Tuesday, they had the chance to vote
on a $16.5 million bond issue for the
University of Maine system, -and they
came back with a very positive reply,"
said the university's chancellor.
and advocate for the Hitchner Hall
addition, said, "If it weren't so un-
dignified for someone of my size, I'd do
cartwheels . . I'm very pleased with it's
passage.
"The people of Maine have shown
concern for a quality educational system
beyond the high school level," Gelinas
said.
"We laid the cards on the table and went directly
to the voters. . . we got the highest approval of any
bond issue and I think it's a vote of confidence of
majoraroportion for the university."
— Patrick McCarthy
Patrick McCarthy said, "The passage
of the bond issue was very, very impor-
tant to the university's future; we got the
rare opportunity to have all Maine voters
look at the university and make a
substantive decision about funding it.
"We laid the cards on the table and
went directly to the voters ... we got the
highest approval of any bond issue and
I think it's a vote of confidence of major
proportion for the university," he said.
Referendum question No. 3 on the
statewide ballot Tuesday was for the
$16.5 million university capital im-
provements fund for all seven campuses,
$7.5 million of which is slated for UMO.
The bond issue provided for expan-
sion and renovations on the Orono
campus as follows: a biological science
addition to Hitchner Hall ($3 million),
a chemical-engineering addition to Jen,
ness Hall ($3 million), renovations to
Aubert Hall ($600,000), renovations to
Alumni Hall (5500,0001 and renovations
to Memorial Gym ($400,000).
"The trend of poor financing for the
university has been reversed," McCar-
thy said.
"Over the last two years we have seen
positive gains, first from the Legislature
with the university's employees' salaries,
and now the positive vote on the bond
issue," he said.
UMO President Arthur M. Johnson
said, "I'm obviously very pleased with
the passage of the bond issue . .. this
really asked the voters what they thought
about the University of Maine, and they
came back with a very positive reply."
Douglas Gelinas, associate dean of the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Traditionally the voters have sup-
ported the vocational-technical institu-
tions and "this indicates a concern for
training people for the job market in a
different way," he said.
Johnson said, "In the past the VTI's
have raised stronger support than the
university and this time we gained
stronger support."
He said the concerted effort displayed
by the "entire" university "helped
trernendouslY . . compare this with the
bond issue in 1977 .. they didn't put
on this kind of drive and it was defeated
in Orono itself."
Johnson said the bond issue was the
first part of a two-part package plan.
"The second thing we are submitting to
the Legislature is a plan that would mean
$8 million for Orono and has points in
it to relieve pressure on our operating
budget and the inadequacies of our in-
strumentation," he said.
"We've got the first half of the
package and if we can get the second
half, we'll be in great shape," Johnson
said.
"The $8 million request is part of a
five year long-range financial plan to im-
plement academic goals for ex-
cellence," said Charles Rauch Jr.,
acting director of financial management.
McCarthy said, "We think that
momentum from the referendum can be
carried into this legislative session and
we intend to make a case for the full re-
quest of the university':
He said concerning the Orono campus
the legislative request asks for major in-
creases in the salary budget and increases
Referendum results
FALMOUTH, Maine (AP) — Results —Prison Bonds: Yes 223,165, or 53 per-
from Tliesday's Maine referendum, with cent; No 197,691, or 47 percent.
590, or 88 percent, of 670 pre,incts
reporting: —Bond Life Limit: Yes 251,224, or 64
percent; No 142,911, or 16 percent.
Voc:lech Bonds: Yes 226,349, or 54 —Equal Rights Amendment: Yes
percent; No 193,613, or 46 percent. 155.104. or 36percan; No 273,436, or 64
percent.
—Courthouse Bonds: Yes 178,287, or 42
percent; No 242,270, or 58 percent. —Veteran Loan Limit: Yes 248,563 or 60
percent; No 168,113, or 40 percent.
—University Bonds: Yes 241,233, or 57
percent; No 182,057, or 43 percent. —Watercraft lax: Yes 273,062 or 67 per:
cent; No 136,911. or 33 percent.
•
in programs that make up the
five-year-plan.
William J. Sullivan, vice chancellor
for the administration, said, "The
university's trustees have approved a re-
quest to the Legislature for an ap-
propriation for the next biennium that
is intended to put the university on the
right track."
He said the trustees have requested an
additional $12.2 million for the fiscal
year 1986, which is the first year of the
coming biennium, and $16 million for
the second year.
McCarthy said, "We have a financial
problem of a very large scale ... it's not
a deficit ... UMO needs more funds and
we (board of trustees) fully support
them."
Johnson said, "The package is on the
governor's desk and the first step is to
get him to include it in his legislative
message, then the Legislature must act
on the request."
Both Johnson and McCarthy said
they were particularly optimistic for the
passage of the second half of the plan
to increase appropriations.
"Last spring when we got the salary
increase money, I found the Legislature
recognized the university had been
underfunded, and when the appropria-
tions committee voted to put this
referendum on the ballot, they did so
very strongly," said Johnson.
Sullivan said he does not have a
specific date when the university will
receive money from the newly-approved
referendum.
"The governor has 40 days after hes
notified of election results to authorize
the issuance of bonds but there is a great
deal of planning to be done before we'll
be ready to spend the money,"
Sullivan said.
Wednesday morning was the "first
very happy meeting" in the planning
process for the proposed building addi-
tions and renovations, McCarthy said.
Gelinas said he thought over time "it
will cause the academic rating of our
department to increase because having
a very good facility will attract new
faculty members and students."
Sullivan said it will be some time
before the administration will be ready
to award an architectural contract
because the involved campuses "have a
great deal of planning, but the work on
the buildings will begin immediately in
terms of planning and design."
"The increased improvements in
finances will help the people who have
been loyal to Orono pursue their profes-
sional careers at UMO and it will attract
new people," McCarthy said.
Antonin keys., have fallen around these gravestones which ar
e
evidence of natures aging procras.(Hawkins photo)
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Brennan may resubmit ERA
Opponents say politicians, voters disagree
AUGUSTA (AP) — Victorious op-
ponents of Maine's proposed Equal
Rights Amendment said Wednesday the
question's defeat should make politicians
beware, but Gov. Joseph E. Brennan said
he might resubmit the ERA to the 112th
Legislature.
Sandra Faucher of the Maine Right to
Life Committee, a group that cam-
paigued against the amendment, noted
that the ERA was endorsed by all of the
major-party candidates at the top of the
state ticket, "and it didn't 00 any
good."
"This ought to send a pretty clear
message to the politicians that perhaps
they're out of step with the voters,"
site said in a telephone interview from
Washington where she serves as director
of the National Right to Life Political
Action Committee.
Her comments were echoed by Chris-
tian Civic League leader Jasper Wyman,
another prominent anti-ERA advocate,
who said those out of step included "the
newspaper editorialists, the politicians,
the university crowd. "
But Brennan, a Democrat who
throughout the campaign dismissed op-
ponents' anti-amendment arguments as
"scare tactics," told reporters Wednes-
day, "I am strongly considering putting
it in" during the 112th Legislature.
"There was a real negative cam-
specific guarantees for women's rights
into the state constitution because Maine
already has strong laws against sex
discrimination, and because of the
opposition's sustained advertising
campaign.
Linda Smith Dyer of the ERA for
"This ought to send a pretty clear message to the
politicians that perhaps they're out of step with the
voters." — Sandra Faucher
paign, " he said. "I never saw this level
of campaigning" in 20 years in politics.
"The sad part is, negative campaigns
work," Brennan said.
With 590, or 88 percent, of 670
precincts reporting, the ERA was failing
by 64 percent to 36 percent, according
to unofficial returns that also showed
three other constitutional amendments
favored by the voters.
ERA proponents said it was difficult
to convince voters of the need for writing
Maine Committee cited "distortions and
the confusion" of anti-ERA ads warning
that the amendment would lead to State-
financed abortions and legalized
homosexual marriages.
Judy Potter, a professor at the Univer-
sity of Maine Law School who supports
ERA, also cited President Reagan's over-
whelming re-election victory and the
better than 3-1 financial advantage en-
joyed by the anti-ERA forces.
Mrs. Faucher defended the ads as
making "pretty sound" arguments
against the ERA and said advocates
widened the margin of their own defeat
by attacking the opponents' veracity last
week in the dispute over ads portraying
the amendment ma gay-rights measure.
"The proponents simply destroyed
themselves." she said.
Wyman lauded voters for ignoring
ERA endorsements by virtually "the en-
tire Maine media" and the state's most
prominent office-holders.
Mrs. Dyer said the pro-ERA forcet-
"hare no immediate plans" to revive
their campaign.
Meanwhile, three other proposed con-
stitutional amendments were favored by
solid pluralities of 60 percent or higher.
The amendments would replace the
personal property tax on boats with a
statewide excise tax: limit the life of
authorized bonds that have not been
issued to five years; and let lawmakers
fix how much of special veterans'
mortgage loans may be insured by the
state.
Business college faces re-accreditation in '88
by Kerry Zabicki
Staff Writer
Unless the College of Business Ad-
ministration keeps its faculty/student
ratio within acceptable limits, it may face
difficulty being re-accredited in 1988,
said a professor in the college.
"The only reason we are not going to
be in trouble with re-accreditation) is
because we are turning away students
who are not enrolled in the college,"
said VirginiaGibson, assistant professor
of management.
The college' was last accredited in 1982
by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business, said W. Stanley
D(ViTIO, dean of the College of-Business
Administration. The AACSB is the only
accreditation agency for business ad-
ministration programs recognized by the
U.S. Department of Education and the
Council of Postsecondary Accreditation,
said Devino.
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student/teacher ratio, " said Devino.
He said the college has not receiVed any
warning that the ratio must improve, but
that to prevent any problems, more
teaching positions must be appropriated.
LIMO is one of 11 institutions in New
England accredited by the AACSB for
both its bachelor's (BS) and master's
(MBA) programs. Out of over 1200
institutions offering business degrees in
the United States, only 241 are accredited
by the AACSB, said Devino.
"In fall 1983, we had 901 full-time ma-
jors in business. In fall 1984, we had 1016
majors. We only hare a faculty of 22
members," Devino said.
Devlin) said the solution lies in more
money for the college to increase its
faculty. "The competition for new
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faculty and the retention of good faculty.
is very stiff," he said.
Gibson said, "Every semester there are
a lot of students who sign up for a
course and are not able to get it7
"1.W have taken care of our degree
students so far because we've tried to set
up a system where our majors can get
all their required courses," she said.
One reason for the overcrowded
courses in business is the number of
other majors offering a minor in
business.
"We have a tremendous service
demand from outside this college,"
said Devino.
Gibson said, "If we can't increase the
faculty base, we may be forced to
decrease the student population."
In the past, said Gibson, class size has
been raised to accomodate the increase
in students enrolled in business courses.
"We can't do that when we are under
consideration for re-accreditation."
she said. The re-accreditation process
begins in the fall of 1985 and continues
until 1988, said Devino.
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Department budgets cut
by Ed Carroll
Staff Writer
UMO's operating budget deficit is
recovered every year with budget cuts at
the departmental level, leaving the
university in the black, the acting direc-
tor of financial management said
Tuesday.
Charles Rauch Jr., who has held that
position since the change of administra-
tions in 1983, said the deficits consist of
non-personnel related expenses, like new
equipment purchases and travel costs,
which departments plan on but can't af-
ford by the end of the year.
"I'd rather call it under-budgeting
than over-spending," Rauch said.
"We've had unrealistically small budgets
in some areas."
Rauch said the major difference in the
way the deficits are being handled this
year is in the timing of the budget ad-
justments. In the past, departments have
been compensated for deficits at the end
of the year through their own cuts and
outside sources like the president's
discretionary fund. Rauch said this year
departments are being asked to trim
their budgets early, because fewer year-
end funds are expected.
The operating deficit now totals $1.6
million, and is partly due to an estimated
tuition shortfall of $800,000.
Rauch said the university is trying to
offset the recurrent problem with the re-
quested bond issue and an increase of $8
million in the appropriation request sent
to the chancellor.
The requested increase includes an ad-
dition of $300,000 a year, for two years,
to the library budget, Rauch said. Assis-
tant University Librarian Sam Garwood
said the library's budget will be cut this
year like other departments', but that
before now library cuts have not been us-
ed to cover other departments' deficits.
Garwood said he has heard $50,000
mentioned as the library's share of the
budget cuts. He said the cuts will
eliminate title acquisitions and equip-
ment purchases the library had planned
on.
The library's acquisition fund is
vulnerable to cuts because purchases are
spread out over the course of the year,
making it one of the last sources of
available money.
Garwood said the library's acquisi-
tions reached approximately 12,000 titles
in 1978, dropped to a low of about 7,600
in 1982 due to inflation, and increased
to 12,800 titles by last year. At around
$25 for each new book, the library will
have to cut 2,000 planned title acquisi-
tions to achieve a budget reduction of
$50,000.
He said budget cuts affect funds set
aside for acquisitions, not large projects
like the completion of the third floor.
Donations earmarked for specific
library purchases are not cut from the
budget, Garwood said.
Rauch summed up the administra-
tion's approach to budget problems
when he said: "Basically were being very
frugal all through the campus this
to balance deficit
Biadget cuts will not affect funds that will go toward the conipktion
of the third floor of Fogler Library.
Proposal now being considered
UMO may require health records
by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
A proposal requiring incoming UMO
students to present evidence of im-
munization records are in the "talking
stages," said the director of Cutler
Health Center.
Dr. George \t. Wood said he would
like to get input from students and the
administration on forming this proposal.
Ness students would have to present im-
munization records before registering for
classes or possibly before being admit-
ted to the university.
For the past two years, students have
been requested to provide immunization
information on a health 'questionnaire,
Wood said. If students don't have the re-
quired immunizations, a letter will be
sent to students requesting they come in
for measles and rubella immunization
shots, Wood said.
William Munsey, the director of ad-
missions, said medical records should
not be examined in the application
process.
"The admission of students is based
on intellectual capability and not on
health records," Munsey said.
Chris Tisdale, director of health ser-
vices, at Bates College said the policy at
Bates is to require records of immuniza-
tion before students register for classes.
Tisdale said the rule is loosely enforced
with about 98 percent of the students
responding. She said they could hold a
student's registration if they chose to.
In the last two years only one student
has opposed the rule, because he was a
member of the Christian Science Church
and didn't go to doctors, Tisdale said.
Wood said, measles are a primary con-
cern because outbreaks seem to concen-
trate on college campuses. Last year
there were an estimated 1700 cases of
measles across the nation, 38 percent be-
ing college students, he said.
Measles present a more serious pro-
blem to college-age adults than to young
children. One problem is the large
amount of school missed when one has
measles.
Betsy' Allin, assistant director of
Cutler Health Center said students were
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found to be vaccinated at too young an
age and may be more susceptible to the
measles.
Allin hopes that people who may be
susceptible will come in voluntarily and
said the problem can be easily
eradicated.
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World/U.S. News
Soviets may be sending jets to Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP) — As U.S. of-
ficials studied intelligence data sug-
gesting the Soviet Union aught be ship-
ping MiG-2I jet fighters to Nicaragua,
President Reagan on Wednesday warned
that he would regard arrival of the
planes as a serious matter and "a threat"
to Central America.
But in a post-election news conference
in Los Angeles, Reagan said the United
States "cannot definitely identify that
they have MiGs on" a Soviet freighter
that left a Black Sea port about a month
ago and reportedly arrived Wednesday
in Nicaragua.
Reagan also refused to say what the
United States would do if the ship does
deliver the supersonic fighter planes.
Other administration officials, who
spoke only on condition that they not be
identified, said the United States is con-
sidering possible air strikes to destroy
any such planes.
In Managua, Nicaraguan Foreign
Minister Miguel D'Escoto said a Soviet
ship docked Wednesday at Corinto, a
port on Nicaragua's Pacific coast, and
unloaded cargo that did not include
MiGs.
D'Escoto did not describe the cargo
carried by the Soviet ship, but ;aid the
vessel hael,been "harassed by a ship, fast
launches and North American planes
that violated Nicaraguan waters."
Earlier, the Sandinista government
flatly denied that any ships Were
transporting combat planes to
Nicaraguan ports, and accused the
Reagan administration of laying the
groundwork for direct U.S. military in-
tervention in Nicaragua. The Sandinistas
have been fighting for three years against
CIA-backed rebels who have at times
used U.S.-supplied light planes to attack
targets inside Nicaragua.
"This is an attempt to prepare the at-
mosphere for direct military attacks
against our territory with the participa-
tion of North American troops," the
Nicaraguan statement said.
Reagan said he would consider the
Sandinistas obtaining MiGs a serious
matter. "We have informed them that for
them to bring something that is ab-
solutely unnecessary to them — these
high-performance crafts in here — in-
dicates that they are contemplating-being
a threat to their neighbors hat in the
Americas," he said.
In another development. State
Department spokesman John Hughes
said U.S. officials have reiterated to
Soviet authorities both in Washington
and Moscow "the gray tty of the
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statements we have made" opposing
Nicaragua's previously stated plans to
obtain MiGs.
A U.S. intelligence official cautioned
that satellite evidence about the pur-
ported MiG shipment is inconclusive.
"The ship could be carrying MiGs and
it could be carrying oranges," the of-
ficial said. "The U.S. government better
know what it's going to do before it
jumps off the precipice"
American officials contend that the
MiG-21s, if combined with Nicaragua's
new radar and anti-aircraft guns and a
50,000-man army, would clearly give the
leftist government the most powerful
military in Central America. U.S..
supplied armies in Honduras and El
Salvador, equipped with relatively slow.
speed A-37 jets and UH-IH helicopters,
are now considered superior to
Nicaragua in air power but not in ground
forces.
The MiG-2I is an advanced tactical jet
fighter designed for air-to-air combat. It
has a normal range of about 700 miles.
Mondale bows out,
defends his campaign
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Walter F.
Mondale congratulated President
Reagan Wednesday on his landslide re-
election, but said unless the president
changes course on many of his policies,
"I think the American people are going
to be xery angry" with his second term.
The defeated Democratic presidential
nominee predicted that Reagan would
have to increase taxes and that
unemployment would rise. He added
that the president does not have a
workable plan to achieve nuclear arms
control.
"I hope I'm wrong on every one of
those things. We wish the president well
today." Mondale said at a post-
mortem news conference on the day after
suffering a 49-state defeat.
He predicted that "one of the biggest
meals of crow this administration will
eat — and there will be several — is this
one concerning revenues."
Mondale said he has no plans to run
for president "or any other elective of-
fice again," and intends to return to
the practice of law as soon as he and his
wife, Joan, return from a Virgin Islands
vacation.
After a lifetime in politics, he told
reporters, "I think the time has come to
pursue some certain economic
necessities, among other things."
As for his failed bid for the White
House, Mondale said, "I think history
will deal kindly with this campaign and
the record that it made"
He defended his historic selcuon of
Geraldine Ferraro as a running mate and
said that until his second debate with
Reagan, "I thought we had a chance"
But he said he felt his "chances of
winning probably disappeared" after
that encounter, when the president
recovered from a disappointing perfor-
mance in their first televised debate.
He said his candidacy failed in part
because he could not persuade young
and independent voters "that I had the
vision of the future that I had."
Ticking off several issues of his cam-
paign, Mondale said tithe administra-
tion stays with a policy "of retreat" on
rights of women and minorities, fails to
reduce the deficit, does not step up en-
forcement of environmental laws and if
unemployment rises — as he predicted
it will — "I think the American people
are going to be very. angry."
As for arms control, he said, "I do not
believe they have an approach, a plan to
bring that about."
"I believe there is a very strong instinct
in the American life for fairness," he
said.
In foreign policy. he said, "I don't see
a coherent, an application of presiden-
tial leadership that will lead toward a
safer world that we need."
Mondale said he fell victim to a presi-
dent who is "very popular personally"
but he thought he himself was more in
tune with the voters on the issues.
Mondale displayed his understated
sense of humor when he discussed
another of the difficulties during the
campaign. He said he never warmed up
to television, "and in fairness to televi-
sion, it never warmed up to me,"
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High winds delay space
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. (AP) —
Killer crosswinds, packing enough power
to rip the fuel tank and booster rockets
from the space shuttle in its climb Poor-
bit, forced a one-day postponement
Wednesday in the start of Discovery's
satellite rescue mission.
Officials rescheduled the lift-off for
7:15 a.m. EST Thursday but that, too,
depended on the winds. Air Force
weathermen were told to monitor the
winds with a series of high altitude
balloon flights, the last only two hours
before the new launch time.
"We have significant shear in t4of
upper atmosphere and the analysis he
is we would exceed the structural load
limits on the vehicle," launch director
Bob Sieck told the four-man, one-
woman astronaut crew at one point
before Tuesday's scheduled liftoff. Then,
Just 32 minutes before scheduled launch,
Streck said, "We are no go and we will
have to scrub for today."
It was only the fifth time in the shuttle
program that astronauts were in their
seats waiting to blast away from Earth
when they were told the launch was
scrubbed. Two of the previous scrubs in-
volved Discovery.
"Well, I guess we'll try again tomor-
row," Rick Hauck, the shuttle com-
mander, said with a shrug as he and his
crew returned.to their quarters.
The disappointment was mirrored in
the faces of the astronauts as they
climbed out of the shuttle after lying on
their backs in launch-ready position for
more than two hours. The other crew
members are pilot David Walker and
mission specialists Anna Fisher, Joe
Allen, and Dale Gardner.
A weather balloon detected the stiff
shear winds between 20,000 and 40,000
feet above the launch pad before dawn.
N.H. voters say no
to dog racing, jai alai
SALEM, N.H. (AP) — Townspeople
have closed the door on a plan to bring
dog racing and jai alai to Rockingham
Park race track.
The suggestion lost Tuesday by 129
votes. 3,987 to 3,858.
Owners of the track, which reopened
this year after a fire closed it in 1980,
asked for a town vote on their dog and
jai alai idea. They said they wanted to
expand track activitie so it could be open
all year and provide better jobs for its
employees. They also said that if the
town did not approve the plan, they
would drop it.
Opponents maintained that the plan
was a way to open the door for more
gambling at the track.
More than 10,000 Salem residents
voted, but 2,400 did not vote on the
Rockingham Park issue.
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shuttle lift-off
Shuttle managers waited for them to
subside while the countdown continued,
then decirled to scrub.
Al about 40,000 feet (71/2 miles) a
shuttle is subjected to maximum
dynamic forces as it powers through the
atmosphere toward orbit. The ship
would have been buffeted by "horizon-
tal type pushing and pulling,"
Thomas said. Such winds could bend the
ship, tearing offthe wings, tail, booster
rockets and fuel tank.
The astronauts will deploy the two
satellites and track down and retrieve two
other satellites that have been drifting in
useless orbits since February.
Prime rate cut again,
falls below 12 percent
NEW YORK (AP) — Citibank,' the
nation's second-largest commercial
bank. Wednesday cut its prime lending
rate by a quarter-point to 11.75 percent.
It was the first time since early April
that a major bank's prime rate has been
below 12 percent.
Should other major banks match the
reduction from the prevailing 12 percent,
it would be the fourth time in the past
six weeks that the industry has cut its
prime, or base, lending charge.
The prime is falling because money-
market interest rates, which determine
the bank's cost of obtaining funds for
lending, have been tumbling in recent
weeks.
Some credit analysts have said rates
are falling because the Federal Reserve
is easing its grip on the money supply
and providing more reserves to the bank-
ing system. The central bank is seen as
taking that stance because it does not
want the U.S. economic slowdown to
develop into a recession.
Short-term market rates fell again
Wednesday in early trading. One key
rate, that charged on overnight loans bet-
ween banks, slipped to 8.88 percent from
9 percent late Monday. The rate on three-
month Treasury bills fell to 8.66 percent
from 8.81 percent late Monday.
Many major banks and the govern-
ment securities market were closed Tues-
day for Election Day. However, one
regional bank that was open, Southwest
Bank in St. Louis, cut its prime rate to
11.75 percent from 12 percent.
The prime rate is the base upon which
banks compute interest charges on short-
term loans. The most creditworthy
customers often borrow at below prime
rate, while small businesses often are
charged more than the prime.
The prime does not directly affect the
cost of consumer loans, but it is an in-
dicator of the direction of lending
charges generally. Major banks began
lowering their prime rates on Sept. 27,
when they cut the charge to 12.75 per-
cent from the 13 percent level that had
prevailed for three months.
The rate was cut to 12.5 percent on
Oct. 6, and then to 12 percent on Oct.
26 before Wednesday's reduction.
The prime rate hit a record high of
21.5 percent in December 1980.
c''.'-2"9569582952-7Fre Golden Scissors
132 N. Main Street, Brewer 989.1934
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Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Hampden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 thru Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up NOW for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union
Sittings are
FREE
Avoid last minute rush
A
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Editorial What the flipRICH GARVEN
No mandate
Election day is finally over and, as expected,Ronald Reagan has won the election for Ipresident by landslide proportions. The big
question during the election, however, wasn't
whether or not Reagan would win (the polls had
been telling us the probable outcome for weeks),
but whether his victory would be large enough to
cause the "realligning" shift between our nation's
two major parties that Republicans have been
predicting.
The United States has been a predominate!).
Democratic nation since Franklin Roosevelt was
elected president amid the depression era 1930s. In
fact, as many as 53 percent of American voters
called themselves Democrats during the early 1960s
— as opposed to 25 percent who called themselves
Republicans — and, between 1932 and 1980, the
Republican Party won full control of Congress for
a total of only four years (1947-48 and 1953-54).
Yet, many political experts are predicting that that
this Democratic majority is currently in the process
of shifting, or realligning, toward a Republican
majority. In support of this view; they point to the
facts that four out of our last five presidents have
been Republicans and that the GOP gained control
of the Senate in 1980 for the first time in nearly 30
years.
Indeed, Barry Goldwater, Republican candidate
for president in 1964, agreed with this prediction of
: _.. teallignment Tuesday night, saying, "We have had a
-- —long spell of liberalism and ultraliberalism in this
country and now we are ready for a spell of
conservatism ... for the next 20 years or so."
But, was Reagan's victory on Tuesday really a
"mandate from the people" that they are ready for
a conservative America, as many Republicans are
claimimg? The election results don't substantiate
this.
Going into the election, Republicans were
claiming that they would pick up between 20 and
30 additional seats in the House of Reptesentatives,
thereby giving them an ideological majority in both
the Senate and the House. In fact, though, they
gained only an extra 15 to 17 seats (some races are
still too close to call) and even lost two seats in the
Senate. Their majority there is a slight 53-47 now.
Add to this the fact that Reagan's large victory
should have helped his party's Congressional
candidates in their elections (the "coattails" effect)
and the Republican gains look es-en smaller.
Indeed, it appears many voters split their tickets
during the election, voting Republican in the
presidential race while voting Demoratic in the
local and Congressional races.
What really seems to be the case is not that the
Democratic majority is realligning to a Republican
majority, but that the GOP simply had a
presidential candidate who was too popular and
charismatic for the Democrats to match. Everyone
knows that in this age of television, a candidate's
visual image plays an important role in whether
the American public will vote for him or not.
Plainly put by House Speaker Thomas P "Tip"
O'Neill, "Paul Newman couldn't have beat this
man (Reagan)."
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Where's the beer?
Just to clear up any misconceptions
I'll tell you right from the start I enjoy
drinking alcohol.
I like to drink in bars, in homes, in
cars, just about anywhere. I've drank
through the night to see the sunrise and
taken more road trips than a Hertz rent-
a-car to find new places to drink.
In the last year or so, those people that
call us adults, but treat us like children,
have been trying to cut down on the
availability of alcohol at LIMO. These
people are starting to bug me.
First it was tailgating. Tom Aceto tells
me the tailgate area was established to
give those fans who travel to Orono a
place to eat and have a few cocktails
before watching Maine play football.
Take a look at the tailgate area now. It's
the empty field next to the bleachers.
Take a look at the football stands, no
one's in them either.
Maine is 3-1 at home and people
should be flocking to watch a game, but
no one comes out. You know why?
Because no one can drink. One shouldn't
need a drink to watch a football game,
but if you've got a choice between sit-
ting in Yiannis with a drink or sitting on
a cold seat at Alumni Field sober, well
you make the choice From personal ex-
perience it's hard to get psyched when
you can't feel your toes.
Now it's the Bears' Den. The univer-
sity Gestapo looked at some admissions
numbers and realized 70 percent of all
LIMO students are under 20 and not
allowed to purchase or consume alcohol.
The question was asked, "Is the Den ser-
ving its purpose?. Is it right for the
university to provide a service that only
30 percent of the student body can par-
take in?"
Robert Rhoads, the director of the
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture,
is in charge of a committe to "review
operation of thc pub to see if it is con-
tributing to the academic goals of this
institution."
Rhoads also said the Den was created
to provide a place where students, facul-
ty and staff could-come to socialize in
an atmosphere of "congeniality and con-
versation."
The obvious problem is that Rhoads
and his committee are looking to see if
a place created to allow people to
socialize, contributes to the academic
goals of UMO. Any student with a 2.0
GPA can tell you the two words, socialize
and academics, don't go together.
I was once asked by a famous
philosopher from Wingate why people
need to drink to relax. My answer was
they don't, but it sure doesn't hurt. If
those in charge of student affairs would
spend some time after 4 p.m. on this
campus they'd find out that UMO
tuition-payers do more than wait for the
Den to open.
What they might notice are the poe-
ple out jogging at 5 p.m., are the same
ones studying in The Garage 'till 10 p.m.
and, coincindentally enough, are the
ones dnnking in the Den till closing. The
Den, like the library steps used to be, is
a place to relax and kick back. Anyone
who thinks it should be more than that
is basing their theories on false
assumptions.
The law says one must be 20-years or
older to drink. The administration has
taken a hardline approach to alcohol to
"protect" those under 20. It's time they
realized the minority's rights shouldn't
be sacrificed for the majority.
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Response
when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes ters to the editor and commentaties
Letters should be about 300 words or less; commentaries should be
about 450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries are welcome,
but names will be withheld from publication only under special cir-
cumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters and
commantaries for length, taste and Libel.
Please type or write legibly.
'Bombs' showed initiative
and imagination
To the editor:
Thank you for the magnifi-
cent display of missies
demonstrating that the greedy
few are holding all life on this
planet hostage to nuclear
destruction. I sincerely hope
that acts like these will help to
wake up the instigators of
future world destruction from
the socially implanted dream
that the United States is con-
taining evil communism. Ac-
tually the political machine in
the United States is mainly in-
terested in protecting multina-
tional corporations implanted
in countries with raw materials,
profitable low wages., low taxes,
no labor unions, etc. It is nice
to see that some of our future
leaders at this university have
some initiative to demonstrate
the suicidal possibilities that we
are ignoring.
Christopher D. Cockcroft
Stillwater
Student must
To the editor:
I sincerely hope Mike
Gregory will soon write you,
demanding that you clarify his
views to the readers of the
Maine Campus. He must have
been misquoted in Tbesday's
lead article about the mock-
bombing of the campus; surely
he did not say that he saw the
wooden symbols, which for one
day turned our campus into a
nuclear cemetary, as "another
indication of the ignorance of
a certain group of students and
faculty that would rather live
under the hammer and sickle,
than under the stars and
have been misquoted
stripes." Such a statement
would imply that he sees these
concerned citizens are com-
munists, simply because they do
not share his views on how to
best defend this country. And
he must have been misquoted
again as having said that
members of the Conservative
Students Action Committee, of
which he is vice president,
pasted "Peace Through
Strength" bumper stickers on
several of the signs to "nullify
their message, and express
ours," because Mike knows
that covering up others'
messages with your own pro-
paganda is a despicable commie
tactic! He understands that if
we hinder our fellow
Americans' freedom to
peacefully protest or express
themselves, we violate the very
rights which we build nuclear
weapons to protect.
If Mr. Gregory's statements
remain unaltered, 1 believe they
will do serious harm to the
public's perception of both him
and the Conservative Student
Action Committee
To those responsible for the
"bombing" of UMO, thank you
for taking time to express
yourselves to the entire campus.
Jonathan Starr
Old Town
"TAle A ?RUC, &05. Vs.* KUNO NO130(7/ &NES A HC01- 1. lit AS.*
Commentary
Someone has a scam going. The latest one pro-mised free hotel accomadations for threenights in Florida, accompanied by reduced
rate coupons for a number of tourist attractions.
Sounded peat. But at the last moment, the con-
sumer was . deal for the free hotel had
fallen through, then was fast-talked into pay-
ing full price at a substitute hotel.
McGruff, the famous Crime Dog, would have
growled knowingly. It was mail fraud.
Another consurner mceived an unordered package
in the mail containing hosiery. Several days later, a
bill arrived for the merchandise. When the consumer
refused to pay, she received threatening letters from
a collections agency. Mail fraud again.
As McGruff would tell us, consumers do have
some rights in mail order transactions.
Maine state law provides that a consumer receiv-
ing unordered goods may either refuse delivery or
deem the merchandise a gift to use or dispose of
as he sees fit. You don't have to pay for it and you
don't have to send it back. Of course, if the mer-
chandise is delivered to you by mistake, instead of
the person named on the address, you cannot keep
The Federal Trade Commission has enacted
How to handle mail fraud
regulations designed to protect mail order
consumers.
Mail order companies must ship an order within
30 days of receipt of a properly completed order
and payment. If you pay by charge or credit card,
the thirty days begin when you are charged.
If there is a delay in shipping, the seller must
notify you of the delay and the date he plans to ac-
tually ship the goods. If the date is more than 30
days past the origional date promised, you can
accept the new shipping date or cancel the sale for
a full refund. As you must respond in writing, the
seller must send you a pre-stamped envelope If the
delay is less than 30 days, the process is the same,
except that if you do not answer, it means that you
agree to accept the new shipping date
If your merchandise cannot be shipped within
30 days and you ellect to cancel the sale, the seller
must return yOur money within seven days of receipt
of your cancellation order. If your order was billed
as a charge or credit, the seller has one billing cycle
to notify the charge or credit card issuer to credit
your account.
Exceptions to this rule include spaced deliveries
such as magazine subscriptions (but not the first
shipment), other spaced orders not charged until
Student Legal Services
shipped, cap., photo finishing, seeds or growing
plants.
If you received damaged goods and the damage
is obvious, write "REFUSED" on the package at
the time of delivery arid it will be sent back at no
charge If you open the package and later discover
the damage, write the seller a note, enclose the note
and product in the package, affix new postage and
send it back. You should get a full refund.
If you are the victim of an unsatisfactory mail
order transaction and the seller does not give you
your rights, don't pay — complain! Address com-
plaints on in-state firms to the Office of the Maine
Attorney General, Consumer and Antitrust Divi-
sion, Augusta, Maine, 04333. You get much better
response with a better than a phone call. If pm have
been victimized by an out-of-state flint, Write to
Postal Inspector, Consumer Protection Program
P.O. Box 1300, Boston, MA, 02205, The." Of-
fice estimates that their success rate in helping con-
sumers is 80 percent.
If you are receiving sexually offensive mail, you
can get the mailings stopped by visiting your local
post office and filling out a form.
Don't let somebody rip you off. Fight back.
And help take a bite out of crime
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Educators say higher learning in trouble
(USPS).A panel of prominent
educators, bringing the spotlight away
from shortfalls in elementary and high
schools, recently released a report war-
ning that higher education has serious
problems, ranging from high drop-out
rates, seriously deteriorating buildings
and equipment to students abandoning
the liberal arts.
"Students learning, curricular
coherence, the quality of facilities, facul-
ty morale, and academic standards no
longer measure up to our expecta-
tions," the panel's report said.
In the report prepared for Education
Secretary T.H. Bell and the National In-
stitute of Education, the panel called for
drastic changes in higher education, in-
cluding two full years of liberal educa-
tion for all bachelor's degree recipients,
even if it means extending undergraduate
programs beyond the usual four years.
The panel also recommended refocus-
ing faculty and resources on freshmen
and sophomores, improving advisement
'for students and creating ways to assess
students' learning.
"Warning signals" of the deteriorating
conditions of higher education include
declining student performance from
1964 to 1982 in II of 15 major subject
areas of the Graduate Records Examina-
tions, especially in areas requiring high
verbal skills such as history, political
scieno., education and English literature.
"One cannot blame these trends en-
tirely on the decline in the preparation
of entering college students," the
report said. "Pan of the problem is what
happens to students after they
matriculate in college."
.. The report, "Involvement in Learning:
Realizing the Potential of American
Higher Education, was prepared by
the Study Group on the Conditions of
Excellence in American Higher Educa-
tion. Its chairman, Kenneth P. Mortimer,
is professor of higher education and
public administration at Pennsylvania
State University.
The panel recommended two full
years of liberal education to strengthen
undergraduate degree programs.
"Students are not likely to accumulate
in four years both the generalized and
special knowledge necessary for first-rate
performance as professionals," the
report said.
Another "warning signal" the panel
found was that only half of the students
who start college ever receive bachelor's
degrees. The panel also said that "one
out of eight highly able high school
seniors does not choose to attend col-
lege.
The panel sees the increasing number
of undergraduates majoring in narrow
specialties and the decreasing number of
bachelor's degrees awarded in arts and
sciences fell from 49 percent in 1971 to
36 percent in 1982. The report said near-
ly half of the 1,100 majors offered by
American colleges and universities are in
occupational fields.
The panel recommended that liberal
education be the central core in
undergraduate education, a shift from
the specialization now prominent. -Col-
lege curriculum has become excessively
vocational in its orientation, and the
bachelor's degree has lost its potential to
foster the shared values and knowledge
that bind us together as a society." the
report stated. The percentage of
freshmen intending to become professors
plummeted from 1.8 percent of entering
students in 1966 to 0.2 percent in 1982.
"This 89 percent decline bodes ill for the
future of higher education." the
report said.
The report cnticized schools for fasor-
ing assertive students when they should
give more attention to passise students.
That passivity, the report said, is a war-
ning sign of a lack of involvement. The
panel recommended that student in-
volvement be increased.
The goals and objectives students
should achieve in college should be
outlined clearly, the report said. "If we
want students to become more respon-
sible for learning, then colleges must be
more articulate in presenting their exit
standards." Research suggests that
clearly communicated, detailed
statements help students achieve more,
it said.
To increase credibility of degrees of-
fered, the panel recommended proficien-
cy. assessments in liberal education and
the student's major before degrees are
given, "to provide a warranty for
postsecondary credentials and hence in-
crease their value for students." These
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would also help institutions evaluate
their programs.
Faculty problems include a 20 percent
loss of purchasing power in the last
decade. The panel recommended that
faculty wages be increased at a rate
higher than inflation.
The percentage of part-time faculty
has increased from 23 percent in 1966 to
41 percent in 1980, the report said.
The !Ole Flamenco Ole! section of the CMO Mini Dance Company will pre-
sent "An Evening of Spain" at the Bangor Community College student union
at 7:30 p.m. Nos. 8, Susana Michaud and Michelle Kenney, pictured, are
among the performers who will project their emotions and technique through
the dances of Rumba Flamenca and others. Teresa Torkanowsky is director
of !Oie Flamenco Ole! and the LIMO Mini Dance Company.
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GOLDSMITH'S
HOGAN ROAD•947-1168•BANGOR, MAINE
VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS
ROCKLAND•PRESQUE ISLE•OLD TOWN•AUBURN
WE HAVE YOUR NEXT
PAIR OF SKIS
Atomic ACC Microstep 15 Ski
Waxless "No Work" Base
package includes:
Atomic ACC Microstep 15 Ski $110.00
Adidas Arosa Boot, 50/7 Toe $49.99
Adidas 50/7 Touring Binding $7.99
Exel or Swix Fiberglass Pole $12.99
$180.97
Goldsmith's Package Price snft rtft
While Supplies Last UM,VV
All Packages Include:
*FREE Mounting*FREE Base Preparation *FREE Ski Tie
Choose Other Packages From:
Adidas—Atomic—Epoke—Karhu Trak
Boots and Bindings Fpm:
Salomon Dachstien—Adidat- Trak—Rottefella
GOLDSMITH'S
SPORTING GOODS
HOGAN RD. — --
BANGOR, 947-1168
Mon. Thurs. 10 8
Fri 10-9
Sat 10-6
******************
Also: Don't forget to check our sale
rack—where all skis are 60% off
(sizes limited)
******************
SKI PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE AT OLD TOWN & PRESQUE ISLE
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Sports
Women's diving team
dominates New England
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UNIO women's diving team could
be the best in New England during the
1984-85 season said its coach.
Rich Miller, coach of the men's and
women's diving teams, said Maine will
dominate its opponents.
"Excluding the Ivy Leagues, no one
will stand a chance aJtainst us," Miller
said. "Dual meet wise, we'll go one-two
on both boards (one meter and three
- meter). "We're strong as a team on both
boards, but we're a lot more experienc-
ed on the high board (three meters),"
he said.
Amy Culver, a sophomore from
Nahant, Mass., said Boston and Harvard
Universities and Boston College will be
Maine's top competition. Last year at the
New England championships Maine
placed four divers in the top II on the
one-meter board and three in the top six
on the three-meter board. No overall
team title is given.
One freshman, Bridget Sullivan, joins
all four divers from last year's team this
season. The four returnees are junior
Kathy Callahan and sophomores Maria
Coomaraswamy, Bryn Fenton and
Culver.
Sullivan, who-came to UMO after
watching Fenton and Maine dive in
Springfield, Mass., said the transition to
college diving hasn't been too difficult.
"In high school (Chesire H.S. in
Chesire, Conn.) We didn't have three
meter and that's been a big change for
me because I'd never done it,"
Sullivan said. "In the summer my other
coach, from Yale (Jim Pyrch), taught me
what to do."
At the New England championships
Callahan finished fifth on the one-meter
board and second on the three meter
board. She qualified for the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Swimming and Diving Championships
and finished 13th overall.
Coomaraswamy was 11th on the one-
meter board and sixth at three meters.
Fenton finished fifth on the one-meter
board and sixth at three meters.
Fenton said living and training in
Orono this summer has improved her
diving.
"This summer I had time to work on
the dives and increase my dd (degree of
difficulty)," Fenton said. "I feel like a
strong diver as far as twisting and somer-
saulting. It's kind of natural because
we've (Ferhon and Sullivan) been train-
ing with that type of aerobic activity for
a while."
ezpo Imo :aim 05,40
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CM0 diver Kathy Callahan is seen practicing Wednesday. Callahan
finished 13th in the NCAA championships last season and leads a team
that is considered one of Nos Englands best (McMahon photo).
Fenton and Sullivan were gymnasts "I didn't dive at three meters because
training at Grossfelds, a private gym- of the stitches in my foot," Culver
nastics club in Connecticut, before said. "That's (the stiches) why I didn't
becoming involved in diving. • - go to nationals."
Culver, only diving on the onemeter
board, finished fourth at the New
England championships.
Isee DIVING page II)
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At the Bangor Ski Rack we want you to
enjoy the best equipment and ski wear
available at competitive prices.
Our sales people have years of
experience in the ski business and will
give you straight talk and good advice
on what's new and what's right for you.
Come see us at the Bangor Ski Rack and
we'll help you get ready for a great
winter of skiing.
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Free agent draft Friday
Cardinal pitcher seeks championship team
NEYo' YORK (API — Bruce Sutter
has spent the past five years in baseball's
high salary neighborhood, so the big
bucks that routinely accompany free
agency aren't his No. I concern in Thurs-
day's re-entry draft.
The 'relief ace of the St. Louis Car-
4inals, who tied the major-league record
of 45 saves last season, is interested in-
stead in pitching for a championship
team.
"I've made a, lot of money the last five
years," Sutter said on the eve of the
draft. "I think being with a contending
team is more important to me. 1 want to
play in another -World Series."
Sutter helped St. Louis to the world
championship two years ago, but then
slumped badly in 1983 before recovering
last season. In 1984 he posted a 5-7
record with a 1.54 earned-run average
and finished 63 of the 71 games in which
heappeared.
The Cardinals made one contract pro-
posal at the end of this past season and
Sutter's representatives made one
counterproposal. Since then, however,
the two sides have not met.
*Diving 
"There were a lot of differences in the
structure and money of the pro-
posals," Jim Bronner, one of Sutter's
representatives, said.
After that brief exchange with the
Cardinals, Sutter declared for free agen-
cy He has heard from many teams and
although he is one of the glamour names
in the draft, he does not think he will be
the player selected most often.
"I'm a short relief pitcher," he said.
"There are some teams I can help and
some teams I can't."
The San Francisco Giants need short
relief, long relief, starting pitchers and
a lot more — one reason they're not
quite in the category of contenders. As
baseball's worst team last year, they get
the first shot at Sutter or any of the other
55 free agents.
It's the biggest field since 89 players
went up for grabs in 1977. The 26 teams
will draft in reverse order of their 1984
won-lost percentage with the leagues
alternating selections.
Following San Francisco are
Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Texas, Pitt-
sburgh, the Chicago White Sox, Mon-
treal, Seattle, Los Angeles, Cleveland,
In a dual meet each school can enter
up to three divers in scoring competition.
Others, in Maine's case two, are allowed
to disc as non-scoring competitiors if
time allows it. In the New England and
NCAA championships a team can of-
ficially enter all its divers.
In a dual meet each diver does one re-
quired dive and five optional dives which
are taken from fine groups. In a cham-
pionship meet five required dives and six
(continued from page 10)
optional dives, with at least one from
each of the five groups determine the
scoring.
The diving team opens its season Nov.
20 at Yale University.The swim team
opens its season Nov. 9 when it travels
to Nova Scotia for a meet vs. Acadia
College. On Nov. 10 the Bears will swim
against Dalhousie University. Neither
school has a diving team.
UNDERCLASSMEN
DO YOU WANT
- to get more out of college?
- to develop lifelong friendships?
-recognition on campus?
- better food and housing?
- a better social life?
- 
excellent academic facilities?
(computer, typewriter,...etc.)
- to get involved with competitive
intramurals?
If you do, come talk with the men of
ALPHA TAU OMEGA and enjoy a
STEAK DINNER!
ATO OPEN RUSH
Thurs. Nov. 8, From 5-7 p.m.
Houston, Oakland, Atlanta, Minnesota,
Philadelphia, California, St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, the New York Mets, Baltimore,
San Diego, Boston, the Chicago Cubs,
the New York Yankees, Toronto and the
world champion Detroit Tigers.
Among the other top players testing
the free-agent market are Rick Sutcliffe,
the Cy Young Award-winning pitcher for
the Cubs, outfielder Fred Lynn of the
California Angels and first baseman-
designated hitters Cliff Johnson of the
Toronto Blue Jays and Andre Thornton
of the Cleveland Indians.
Baseball commissioner
discusses future of the DH
NEW YORK (AP) — Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth said Wednesday that
baseball fans, the people who pay their
way into the ballpark, should have a say
in whether the designated hitter remains
a part of the game.
He plans to conduct surveys to get
their opinoins.
"Too many times I hear somebody
saying they're sure that all of baseball
thinks X is right or Y is right. Let's find
out," Ueberroth said at a luncheon
honoring Odibbe McDowell of Arizona
State as the amateur baseball player of
the year.
"This day and age there are enough
chances, with good surveys, to find out
what the baseball fan thinks.... The fan
buys the tickets, buys the products ... so
they should have a say," he said.
ducted in the spring with the results and
a decision announced by summer.
The American League, trying to in-
crease attendance by increasing the of-
fense, introduced the DH in 1973. The
National League has never approved the
idea. It is used in alternate years in the
World Series and in some spring train-
ing games.
Ueberroth told the New York Post, in
an interview published Wednesday, that
if the polls "indicate very strong opposi-
tion to the DH, we will eliminate it. If
there is strong sentiment to keep it, we'll
adopt it in the National League, too. If
there is no strong sentiment either way,
we'll leave things the way they are."
Ueberroth, who replaced Bowie Kuhn
on Oct. I, said strong support or opposi-
tion would have to be "even higher" than
He said the survey would be con- a 60-40 ratio suggested by the newspaper.
The Maine Campus welcomes
volunteer writers and production
Aissistant&-tiet..experlence &owl 
Good Times
Good People
Good Skiing
Right In Your Own Back
Yard!
HERMON MOUNTAIN
* 7 Trails * 2T-Bars * Beginners' Tow
Base Lodge * Snack Bar
* Night Skiing
HOURS OF OPERATION
Weekend/Vacation 9am-4pm $9.75
Tuesday-Friday 12 noon-4pm $6.00
Wednesday-Saturday 6pm-10pm $7.00
STUDENT DISCOUNT
$1.00
Off price of lift ticket with
student ID
Ski equipment rental, repairs and supplies
at the mountain by,
Hanson's Ski and Sport Shoe 
$1.00 DISCOUNT
On any weekday afternoon at Hermon Mountain
during the 1984 85 season (in addition to
student discount.)
Present this coupon along with your student ID at the ticket desk
VALID FOR LIFT TICKET ONLY
1984/85 SEASON
•
In 1900, Johann Hurfinger of Austria walked on his
hands from Vienna to Paris in
55 daily 10-hour stints
covering a distance
4111 191111111‘
of 871 miles
AT&T
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Win hands down
with the
Long Distance')
inner. A.4•14(
I'
4Waigi
With AT&T you don't have to stand on your head to
get more mileage for your money fbull save 40%
evenings. 60% nights and weekends }bull get
immediate credit for wrong numbers plus quality
that wins hands down
For information on AT&T Long Distance, call
1800 222-0300
The more you hear the better we sound
From the Guinness Book of World Records. 1083
by Sterling Publishing Company ihc New eoi. NV
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